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Be smart english workshop pdf

The Eat Healthy Community Workshop, Be Active, is based on dietary guidelines for Americans and fitness guidelines for Americans. These six 1-hour workshops include lesson plans, learning objectives, talking points, real activities, videos and handouts. Workshops are used by community educators, health advocates,
nutritionists/nutritionists, cooperative extension agents and others to teach adults to set up a diverse community 21. Talk to groups where factors you consider important. • Skills • Attention • Ability • Personality traits • Needs • Financial gain • Family career • Future Opportunities Ans: Students can talk to their group and
choose any of the points above which they feel important. Keynote examples: • Interests • Skills • Prospects in the future 2) Acrostic is another form of writing the first letter on each line. Prepare yourself like acrostics for: • Your beloved family members • The names of your best friends • Quality or feel • Any career Ans:
MOTHER – Merciful, open-minded teacher, elegant keeper, respected Anita – cute, noble, attractive, wonderful, interesting anger – Agonizing, Nasty, Grumpy, empty, reckless painter – calm, attractive, fantasy, natural, talented, bright, 3) say the words underlined in the following sentences using nouns or verbs or
adjectives. a) I walk to school every day - verb b) I go for a walk every day – noun c) they give me a gift every day – noun d) you can give her a gift, a story book – verbs e) it's sold as a gift set – adjectives f) They buy a new house on 10th Street – adjectives g) a very leaky water tank – verbs h) 100-year-old and
homeless people - Q1 verbs) Why do some people find it challenging? Answer: Some people find targeting a challenge for fear of failure. Q2) How to measure the target volume help us? Q3) What factors are not true while targeting? Answer: Expect to be an expert in a short time is not true while setting goals. Q4) What
is the effort against success compared to? Why Ans: The effort to succeed is compared to walking in the dark. This is because, as with walking in the dark, success depends on how we approach and deal with problems, such as finding the right base, learning skills precisely and going to the next place. 1) Complete the
following web with words related to a given text and title. Note: Name – Element of Success • Specific • Measured • Do it • Realistic • Binding Time • Skill • Will • Natural Ability 2) Select an example from the text that supports each of the following facts: a) Ans's success: As students, we can't be president- prime minister.
But hopefully it will reach those heights in the future. b) Should set a time limit to achieve ans: create time parameters around each goal, as it increases focus and responsibility. c) A specific field/area must be edited to achieve the Ans goal: the more specific the area, the more the success of a person's goal. Make it
easy to set parameters and work towards goals. For example, if it is building a house, the necessary capacity and duration can be stretched? Standard is necessary to keep track of the progress of the answer: this makes it easier to compare performance throughout the target period, as well as areas to improve. While
playing football, the exact role and position must be clearly defined. 3) Fill in the following sentence of a) SMART goals are a way of thinking that helps each person succeed. b) Two valuable assets of targeting is a sense of originality and stepping stone that will illuminate the path of 4) read this quotation. Discuss a
couple and find similar words that bring the same meaning to Ans: Meaning - The above words mean that in life, what we get is related to the efforts we put in place to achieve success. If we are lazy and do not require much effort, we should not expect great success. However, if we work hard and remain focused on the
job, we can achieve what we want. Similar words: • You harvest as you sow • Input equals output • Garbage in garbage out • Where there's no water • Things go around coming around 5) sketch the speeches of each group discussion block and take notes about that blog. Title: How do I draft an impressive quote?
Point/Blog: a) What should there be the size/length of the speech? f) What are the relevant ideas/slogans, max or not G), which is the most important element to include? h) What is the overall step system to prove impressive quotes? Note: The above points are guidelines for writing great speeches. Students must
discuss each other at each point and use them when writing speeches. Greetings and introduction of the topic of B) Trade shows of the main theme/clarity of the text/organized thoughts/ideas/ideas) the application of morality and practice with examples of D) the conclusion of d) the presentation speech a) verbal clarity -
pronunciation, words, sound adjustment and projection, b) b) Style - audience eye contact etiquette, the ability to engage the audience. c) Confidence – gestures and courage ousted on stage C) Useful phrases and vocabulary of A)It is a pleasure to see you all/ I am happy to see you today/ It is good to see you all here.
My talk about.......... / My topic is........C)Purpose/Purpose of this speech............D)I will focus on one/two/three key issues of E)if you have any questions, Don't hesitate to ask me of 7)do's and don't for word delivery, add some additional points Do's • Talk slowly • focus on keywords • confident • keep eye contact • Remain
cheerful • Give an example • Polite Don'ts • Don't be confused • Don't look up/down • Don't worry • Don't say too long • Don't repeat • Don't be cheerful 8) You'll join interschool elocution competition Draft speeches to present in the competition My fellow students, it is a great pleasure today that I stand before you discuss
how to succeed in life. Hopefully at the end of this session we will all have a clear picture of success, meaning and how to achieve it. Success, we all want it, but few of us know how to get it done. However, before we leave, it is important to know what success means to you. Remember that for each individual, success
will mean something else. You can't understand the meaning of success with you by simply looking at what others want in their lives. You need to define what success means to you and what you want to achieve. Once you know what is a success for you, you can set your goals in life. It is important that you plan
important steps to achieve your goals. Without a proper plan and realistic steps, the chances of success decrease. You need to gather as much information as possible and increase your domain's knowledge as you move forward in the process of success. Remember that proper planning, genuine hard work,
perseverance and confidence are the key to moving towards your goals. Don't be shy about getting advice from successful people or people in your chosen domain. Learning from people's experiences will help you in your own quest. Learn and follow the path to success for other successful people. Try to understand the
problems they face and solve your own problems accordingly. Get motivated by the passion of other successful people and use that motivation to stimulate your own passion. Your desire to succeed is second to none and always remember as you work hard for your goals. Remember that there will be sacrifices. Much
success depends on the effort you put in each step of the way. You have to develop an attitude that never gives up, because things can be difficult at certain times. Your positive attitude will help ensure that even when things are difficult, you will not. Rise and march to achieve your goals one by one. The saying: 'Dreams
do not become reality through magic. It takes sweat, commitment and hard work to keep in mind. Of course, when you succeed, the fruits of your labor will be the sweetest and make sacrifices every time you make it, it's absolutely worth it. Thank you so much for listening to me today. I am really happy, I can share my



thoughts with you all and if anyone has any questions. Please feel free to ask me now 9) Project work - note students need to answer this question on their own. They can write any 6 subjects and how they will achieve their goals in scoring well in those gerund subjects for a description of what Gerund is, please click
here. I prefer to read books rather than write the sentences above, rewrth using other appropriate gerunds instead of those given here. 3)I enjoy writing a poem of 4) I prefer to sing over the dance of infinitives underlined infinitive in the following sentences 1) It is funny to read the stationary words of 2) Can I read the
book or not 3) is it or not – that is a limited question 1) Preeti also writes about it – past tense 2) Today Sanjay found a new book – past tense 3) Rahul finds the simple mathematics of – present the passage of time 4) Preti succeeds – singular 5) This is an old kind of school of – singular 6) They are athletes of – plural
verbs according to the change in subject: 1) My father I'm following in your footsteps: he's following in your footsteps of underlining gerund/current/infinitive pieces a) My goal setting appears simple, but it's quite challenging b) goal metering provides a specific way to track progress. It all depends on how we approach and
resolve the problem of the following term classifications in their columns, no expert nouns, fantasy, adjectives, aggressive trumpets, natural, specific adverbs, clearly direct, precise verbs, achieve, create, perform, manage pronouns, we preposition from if of the Presumptive and Interjection Oh.
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